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Abstract
Santa Barbara Foundation Labour School decided to develop a training simulator for the teaching of the shotcrete process before the practice with the machine. Thanks to this, students will have a wider experience when using the real machine.

This paper describes the criteria of interactivity, realism, and exercises evaluation and indicators in order to fulfil efficiently the requirements of shotcrete machine teaching. Once the simulator is developed, a different survey is made to a group of volunteers that were trained with it in order to validate the shotcrete machine simulator as a learning tool.

The findings of this work consist in introducing the development criteria for the design of a shotcrete training simulator. These decisions were made by researchers and mining school teachers of Santa Barbara Foundation Labour School taking into account the safety and special conditions of this kind of construction works and the state of art and reviews of other existing construction training simulators.
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Introduction
Santa Barbara Foundation is a professional college specialized in vocational training courses and in continuous formation in following areas: Civil Works, Electromechanics, Renewable Energy and Welding. Teachers have a deep knowledge of those areas and the facilities permit offering a very practical teaching, even with real-scale civil works focused on a good learning and professional specialization.

Santa Barbara Foundation (SBF) has recently initiated the teaching of shotcrete machines with the usage of training simulators. The college has imparted a wide variety of courses in heavy-machinery for years. There are several types of shotcrete machines. However, the specific one for this course...
will be useful for the construction of tunnels, and its spraying is controlled by a robot arm. Real shotcrete machine usage in early stages of the course was discarded due to a series of disadvantages. First, lack of safety as a consequence of the inexperience. Second, the shotcrete is a very expensive resource, including costs of fuel, electricity, maintenance, shotcrete, additives and instructors salary. Finally, realistic tasks with the machine involve are characterised for loud noise and low visibility, which makes a good teaching almost impossible. In order to overcome these disadvantages, SBF proposed the usage of a training simulator (TS) as an early stage learning tool. Pupils start their formation on the simulator while they learn the machine procedure, management and shotcrete operation.

Taking into account this objective, the simulator was designed so that the users could interact with the controls of the shotcrete machine, prepare the shotcrete and manage breakdowns and failures along the activity. Formation is structured in progressive exercises that help evaluate the progress of pupils with objective criteria and instructor’s subjective opinions. The purpose of present work is to describe the selected parameters and design of the TS for the teaching of a construction sector activity, and the correspondent validation. Previous review and critics made to this kind of tools were taken into account.

A state of the art review of TS in construction is presented in Section 4. In Section 5 of the present article, the shotcrete machine is described as well as the experience of SBF on simulation tools use on their learning courses. In Section 6, grade of realism of the simulator and its consequences in the learning process are detailed. Besides, TS hardware and software architecture are presented. Next, in Section 7, the different skills that must be acquired by pupils and what learning methodologies have been chosen for that are described. Besides, exercises that can be practised on the TS and how pupils will be evaluated is presented. In Section 8, TS validation process is explained. Finally, in Section 9, efficiency of the TS as a proper learning tool for the shotcrete machine process is discussed.

State of Art

The usage of training simulators in workers of various kinds of jobs is common. For instance, they have shown to be effective in road-safety training [1]. and in surgical procedures [2]. Virtual Reality (VR) systems offer the opportunity to expose workers to hazardous and unexpected situations, which forces the operator to implement an action and learn from the results. This results in cognitive information processing, which improves its long-term learning of this piece of knowledge [3]. However, the construction industry tends to lag behind other industries in terms of taking advantage of new technologies and innovative practices, and the use of immersive virtual reality for training interventions in construction to date is rare [4].

The current state of education in construction management is heavily based on traditional class teaching, which is not learning-centered neither ‘experiential’ learning thus inhibiting the use of educational methods that stimulate student learning [5,6].

Moreover, initiatives of implementing VR environment for construction industry have often been criticised for simulating the construction processes on the assumption that all circumstances are optimal; that is, there are no external interruptions (such as human failures), assuming ideal working conditions. which could adversely impact the progress [7].

Different approaches have been studied for construction simulators in the last years. Goulding proposed a simulator for a building environment, in which work was developed through different interfaces that reproduced the different decision moments and data available for construction professionals [6]. Its main characteristic was the experiential-learning strategy, based on the different feedback from industry and academia. As an alternative, Sacks presented a construction simulator for building management too, but emphasized and validated the effectiveness of VR for the purpose of safety training in this sector [4].

Even it is designed for a chemical process industry, Manca presented the usefulness of introducing unexpected and hazardous situations in the training simulator for the operators teaching [8]. They defend that this strategy is valid for safety-critical sectors, such as oil, gas and industry, which all use heavy equipment. Finally, Alm and Valero use a validation method for a training simulator based on a series of subjective questions asked to voluntary operators. Alm develops this research for a shotcrete TS, while...
Valero uses a tunneling Jumbo TS [9,10].

[11] Resumes the state of art of shotcrete machines and he classifies this apparatus in three types, depending on its spraying: Spraying by hand, by manipulator or by robot. Spraying by hand permits he worker to limit the quantity of concrete that can be handled, by controlling the nozzle and wielding tube. The technique of application has to be learned and requires a lot of experience.

Spraying by manipulator includes a conveying pump with a larger capacity which is controlled by the worker. This type permits a faster shotcrete process. However it still requires a big human experience. Finally, shotcrete by robot implies the manipulation of the nozzle with a robot which is mounted on the shotcrete vehicle, and helps for a better quality and spraying process with less experience.

Description of the Shotcrete Machine and Formation Requirements

The TS replicates a commercial shotcrete machine model, which is the model SBF works with (Figure 1). The simulator has been developed by CEIT together with SBF staff. CEIT keeps a wide experience in TS development: Jumbo tunnel-machine [10,12], undergounds and railways [13], different cranes [14], etc. These apparatus are mainly employed in the building of tunnels and batter maintenance. The specific shotcrete machine is composed of a robotic arm of 7 dofs (degrees of freedom) whose mission is to orient and positionate the hose located at the end of the arm. This hose sprays the shotcrete. Machine starting is controlled with the panel Figure 1a. Different dofs of the robot are dominated by the remote control (Figure 1b).

Workers on the course of shotcrete machine training must learn following skills and abilities:

- Starting: Connect the electric engine, start the diesel engine, level the crane with the hydraulic jacks and prepare the shotcrete.
- Dofs control and management: Know the pump for the shotcrete, robotic arm movements for shotcrete hose orientation.
- Shotcrete techniques: Know different spraying strategies for an efficient job, depending on the type of surface and material of the tunnel or batters.
- Diagnose the breakdowns and correspondent know the procedure protocols.

The objective of the simulator is to provide the students of a tool to improve the learning process thanks to a series of specially designed exercises, automated feedback and the possibility to explore themselves the shotcrete machine and process. The TS is only used in the shotcrete machine early stages learning process. Once this process is completed, students have the possibility to make hands-on practice on real machine and experiment real working conditions, including visibility aspects.

The Simulator

Hardware and software

SBF equipped the classroom with eleven training simulators. These units are called Formation

![Figure 1: Shotcrete machine and remote control.](image)
Posts. At the same time, there is a twelfth computer, the Instructor Post, from where activities on the Formation Posts can be supervised. The functions of the instructor consist in the assignment of different exercises and online supervision of the pupils during them thanks to a remote desktop system. Formation Posts appear on Figure 2, while Figure 3 represents the remotes of the real shotcrete and of the TS (left and right, respectively). On Figure 4a schematic image of the Instructor Post can be seen.

On the right, the instructor can choose which pupil to supervise thanks to a list of working stations (Formation Post 1 to 11) and configure the exercise. On the top, name of the pupil and the exercise that he is performing is shown, together with the possibility to program breakdowns on real-time. On the left, it can be seen the same dashboard that the student sees.

Hardware details and programming language is...
high fidelity the machine and working conditions. It uses a graphic and physics model of the shotcrete spray and adherence developed by [15], whose main function is to enhance realism and shotcrete visualization.

However, it was decided not to replicate the low visibility conditions of the real work environment, which is full of dust and smoke. Authors of this article believe that this kind of realism distracts and decreases the learning capacities of the simulator exercises, as it was demonstrated in previous studies [24]. On the contrary, shotcrete machine characteristic noises have been realistically replicated, as they permit the early detection of some failures and incidences, and SBF decided to get used to pupils to that noise. Research works agree with the usage of noises in the learning process in simulators [26].

**Realism**

It was generally accepted until that realism and high-fidelity simulators enhance the learning process, motivate the students and help them acquiring the trained skills in a more efficient way [17-19]. However, in the last few years, after high-performance computers turned usual, different researches are starting to diverge on the need of high-fidelity simulators and its direct relationship with the learning process. [20-22] prove that participants in low-fidelity simulators outperform the high-fidelity students in the learning process. However, in the case of present work, tunnel and underground conditions are involved, whose simulation conditions are very particular [23].

The simulator replicates realistically all the movements, management and visual features of the real shotcrete machine, which proved to enhance learning process in underground training simulators [24]. Besides, the simulator graphics are on 3D, so that immersion sensation improves the learning [25]. The visual system of the TS represents with detailed in [15].

**User interface system**

On the Formation Post, interaction is achieved with the mouse. This device controls the virtual shotcrete dashboard, hopper and breakdowns management menu (see Figure 2). The robotic arm during the exercise is controlled with the remote (Figure 3). Virtual learning environment helps increasing the interactivity with characteristics that non-conventional learning does not offer [16].

**Description of the Formation Strategy with the Simulator**

TS users will acquire different abilities focusing on the learning from Problem-Based-Learning methodology (PBL). PBL is the learning method that results from directing the learning process towards a problem comprehension and resolution. In order to enhance this system, the TS offers real tasks for an effective learning and an exploratory attitude of the students [27]. Besides, it has been proved that PBL increases the motivation and decreases the stress [28].

It is generally accepted that the incorporation of computers as a teaching tool enhances the learning process and some authors studied the effect
of PBL methodology in TS and check the positive effects [18,19]. The PBL implementation constrains the whole learning process through its main three characteristics:

- Problems as a stimulus for learning
- Tutors as facilitators
- Group work as stimulus for interaction

One of the PBL effects derived from the first principle is milestones implementation (Subsection 5.2), which have a big acceptance among PBL experiment participants and enhance the learning process [29,30]. Milestones turn the exercises structured so that superior level is based on the skills and concepts of a previous lower level plus a series of some new ideas. This technique is called scaffolding learning, which permits simple learning structures and focus on important tasks and sequences that pupils must acquire. Scaffolding learning is very important in PBL and eases the learning process: It helps students creating doubts and thus, increasing the exploratory attitude towards the problem resolution [28]. Besides, scaffolding learning permits the minimization of the instructions along the exercises of the TS. The decision of where to set the milestones to divide scaffold levels are taken by an experimented shotcrete process tutor.

About the third PBL principle, work group, all the TS exercises are developed in a classroom, where students can talk among them even although each one uses a single simulator and is responsible for his exercise. This freedom tries to resemble the real working conditions of the shotcrete process and keeps the students motivation higher. Second PBL characteristic is explained in Subsection 6.4.

### Formation plan description

As a result of the methodology described in Section 6, the TS offers two kind of exercises:

1. Start up of the machine and robotic arm positioning (Table 1)
2. Shotcrete on tunnel and batter (Table 2)

Exercise type no. 2 also requires start up and positioning of the robotic arm. Milestones in exercises are time limited. Shotcreted surface percentage, layer thickness and uniformity are evaluated. Along the exercises, different types of working and shotcrete failures can happen. The TS considers the exercise completed when it detects all the programmed milestones.

Formation plan is composed of three levels. When advancing the level, the hardness of exercises is augmented by increasing the quantity of shotcrete to spray, or varying heights of the tunnel and limit time, and changing the kind of breakdowns and failures. No exercise can be overcome till all the breakdowns are managed.

The duration of the training is organized as follows: Each day takes 2 hours of training approximately. First day is used for the first contact with the shotcrete simulator and the fulfilment of exercises in Table 1. Second and third days are used for the completion of tunnel exercises in Table 2. Fourth and fifth days are booked for batter exercis-

---

**Table 1: Start up and robotic arm positioning exercises.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start up and robot arm positioning</td>
<td>Start up of the shotcrete machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concrete preparation and mixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usage of all the dofs of the robotic arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robotic arm proper positioning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Tunnel and batter exercises.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On tunnel</td>
<td>Seal of the front (section of 5 cm thickness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shotcrete over mesh and bolts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shotcrete over truss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On batter</td>
<td>Seal of the front (section of 5 cm thickness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shotcrete over special bolts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
es in the same Table 2.

**Formation content**

Students are trained in following type of skills:

- **Cognitive skills**: Shotcrete machine working process, its operation and shotcrete spraying process. SBF teaches these skills of theoretic classes with are complemented with the simulator training sessions.
- **Perceptual skills**: The simulator replicates the breakdowns, noises and incidence that the real shotcrete machine can suffer, and counts on a graphic and physics realistic shotcrete model. All this permits the pupil to obtain info from the environment, and act on the shotcrete machine according to different situations.
- **Motor skills**: Pupils train on the usage and control of a remote which is equivalent to the real shotcrete machine one.

**Pupils aid options**

Once first milestones are overcome (machine start up and robotic arm positioning), the simulator user starts seeing the surface to spray the shotcrete marked with a red square area. The student can see the percentage of shotcreted area and when finished, the simulator will automatically mark the next area to spray according to a logical order for that civil work (Figure 5).

From the Formation Post, students can push F1 key as many times as required, which will pop up a message on the simulator screen stating the task to be done. The student can navigate with no restrictions through the scenario by clicking on the mouse different buttons and choose his best viewpoint to carry out the shotcrete task. However, there are some viewpoints saved in the simulator already, which correspond to habitual position of experienced workers in shotcrete operations.

When the robotic arm collides with any wall, the TS alerts with a visual signal and takes the incident into account for evaluation. In order to avoid this type of failures, the simulator shows in every moment the distance from the hose to the nearest wall.

**Evaluation module**

The simulator counts on a subjective and objective evaluation.

Objective evaluation: It consists on automatic measurements and parameters that the simulator detects and do not require of the instructor. Following aspects can be evaluated: Milestone achievement; breakdowns management; execution time; mass of used and rejected concrete; shotcrete wall thickness and uniformity; aids usage (viewpoint change and F1 key push).

Subjective evaluation: The Instructor Post has to supervise all the Formation Posts. The instructor can record all the sessions and mark and comment at any moment including subjective criteria that later will comment with the correspondent pupil. This evaluation type is used upon second PBL characteristic, mentioned in Section 6.

**Validation of the Simulator as a Learning Tool**

A questionnaire was made to voluntary pupils to analyse their preliminary impressions. Student’s assessment on the realism and the formative characteristics of the TS and interaction were studied.
skills learning. The simulator has been designed following education criteria and positive results on the questionnaire grant the tool as a good learning solution.

Shotcrete spraying is a complex process that requires cognitive, perceptual and motor skills. Besides, real environment is determined by low visibility and much noise. After analysing different alternatives, PBL was chosen to be the most efficient technique for this formation. PBL implementation requires of certain learning conditions, which constrain the design and development of the simulator and have been coped in following manner:

• High interactivity with the problem: The simulator works with a virtual world environment in which the user can control all the dofs of the machine through menus and a remote. Besides, the grade of realism is high (machine working process, shotcrete spraying physics and graphics, kind of exercises) to increase the pupils motivation and implication.

• Progressive learning: This aspect has been achieved thanks to scaffolding learning in which levels of the exercises are structured. This factor permits to emphasize specific aspects of the learning and crucial actions of the shotcrete management.

• Lack of instructions: The simulator counts on a series of characteristics that permit the user work without almost instructions. Some of them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise type</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants age</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>31.57</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous familiarity with TS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous familiarity with personal computers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Participants profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise type</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1- The easiness of the remote for the shotcrete spraying process</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2- The easiness to concentrate on exercise and not on understanding the devices</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3- How comfort is to use the TS to real shotcrete machine</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4- Your motivation for doing simulator exercises</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5- Entertainment of the usage of the TS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6- Assimilation of ideas with the simulator</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7- The formative capacity of the TS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Questionnaire about the simulator.

40 voluntary people took part, who were trained both with simulator and with real machine.

In Table 3 the profile of the participants is shown. Age of the pupils goes from 18 to 52 years and they evaluated their previous familiarity with the usage of TS with a Likert scale of 5 points, where 1 = no familiarity and 5 = very high familiarity. A positive correlation was found between familiarity with personal computers and TS. Following questionnaire was completed by SBF once they finished their formation, including hands-on practice. As can be observed on Table 4, participants appreciate formative qualities of the model and the realism. They felt really motivated along the training and they indicated a high degree of assimilation. And finally, the considered much more comfortable learning on the simulator rather than on hands-on practice.

Discussion

SBF has decided to incorporate a TS for the instruction on shotcrete machine usage. The simulator has a series of advantages against the real machine, such as a more efficient management of the resources, the simultaneous formation of various pupils in a more controlled and safer environment as well as get to have sides, the simulators offer a more exhaustive formation, as they permit recording exercises, repeating and plan very improbable situations in a hands-on practice.

The TS has been checked to be a good tool for
are the automatic advance in exercises, possibility of exploring the scenario or the robotic arm collision alert.

The positive correlation between with TS and personal computers was the expected result by the authors. Students with low familiarity should not worry about, as research works prove that this TS control can be acquired relatively in few weeks. The visual input in a simulator will probably be of lower quality compared to the visual input in a real life situation, but can be compensated in the simulator by adding appropriate information on a display. Moreover, in the research done by [15] proved that the shotcrete process in simulator and in reality was of high-fidelity.

If we take into account the critics done to TS in construction described in Section 4, this work advances in the state of the art, as it is a TS which was designed with the help of SBF mining school teachers and researchers. Moreover, results in Section 7 proof that TS is effective for learning according to shotcrete machine operators. This consensus among researchers, teachers and operators will lead to enhance the safety in this kind of works, learning and resources usage.

According to skilled workers, the most important differences between the tasks performed in the simulator and in real life were the unclear perception of distances and nozzle angles in the simulator in few occasions. It is harder to perceive the distance between the nozzle and the area to be sprayed in the simulator. This is a common problem of the simulators, which is related to the fact that a 3D world is represented in 2D, on a flat screen. Future work will go towards to integration in an immersive virtual reality, where the students will be able to explore the scenario with virtual reality glasses. This big step could lead to changes on the TS design, either software or hardware part. The questionnaire results show that the shotcrete modeling method was well accepted by the participants of the study. The ratings obtained are similar to the ones presented in other evaluation results [9,31].

As future improvements, it should be considered the incorporation of all variables in the simulation that are variable in real life. For instance, the concrete flow, dosage, or air pressure at the nozzle and other kind of simulation approaches, such as the usage of MS Kinect [32].
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